We have experienced much blessing this week. A fleet of fishing boats was blessed, as were our staff, our students and some buildings.

The Blessing of our Buildings
The Bishop came to visit this week. He was a welcomed guest to bless and acknowledge the four new spaces that were built at the start of the year. The Fatima Centre, the Art and Technology Centre, the Bosco Centre and the new Administration upgrade all received a prayer, a splash of holy water and a smile of gratitude because they are such lovely spaces. A date to have the official opening and blessing had been postponed due to illness and so we took the chance of some time in Bishop Greg’s busy schedule to gather to give thanks.

In attendance were the Chair of the College Board Mr Alan Zubrinich, special guests, Architect Dion Byas from Swanbury Penglase, Steve Badman, Manager of McMahon Services and Scott Brand, Site Manager at McMahons who had spent many hot January afternoons on the building sites. We also had a small gathering of staff and students who now use the facilities and they were able to talk about their experience to the gathered official party. It was a blessing time for everyone. The Bishop made sure that we understood that. We had a chance to recognise how well the new spaces were working. We saw a little of the impact of the building and the students’ appreciation. I certainly shared a sense of gratitude with those present.

We are excited about the new environments. We moved from building to building and found ourselves standing in well-appointed contemporary spaces, built on a philosophy of learning and growing into places of community and scholarship. It was a blessing time about bricks and mortar, and learning and dreams. But mostly it was about the sacredness of our purpose. The Bishop recognised that and spoke of a building that becomes a blessing because it impacts on student lives. The building gives a chance for God’s presence to be explored through learning. He chatted graciously with our students and helped us to gather with a sense of achievement. We knew something special had been created. We looked around at spaces built and had a sense that the skills, qualities and values of fine young people will also be built.

The Blessing of the Fleet and the Debutante Ball
I had a chance to attend the Blessing of the Fleet and Debutante Ball over the last weekend. It has now become an important item on my annual calendar. I look forward to this event with much anticipation and love my ‘Deb conversations’ with key organiser Melissa Gadaleta as the time approaches. It is such a unique celebration of the Port Pirie Italian community and it is also a moment of beauty and blessing for the St Mark’s students. We had 11 girls being presented to the Bishop at the Northern Festival Centre and a number of gentlemen old scholars and male students as well.

The Debutante Ball is an enchanted moment. Our Year 11 girls are presented with a fairy tale grace along with handsome young men. There are families all dressed up and beaming with pride. There are dignitaries presented and a warmth in the applause. There are young people standing under a spotlight who touch hearts. I felt very proud.

This year the flower girl was Eve Porta from Grade 1 who caused us to have a collective intake of breath when she appeared. She was beautiful and elegantly dressed and accompanied by Brodie Lorusso (SMC 2017). They were innocent and gracious and presented the flowers to the Lady Mayoress Karen Rhode and Liz Gadaleta, the Secretary of the Port Pirie Italian Committee. This year we acknowledged the academic success of young achievers with an Italian background, Aleesha DeGiglio and James Capurso. They are old scholars who have done so well at university.
The students represented the Italian Community and the College with distinction and they were truly beautiful. I was so proud of them and recognise that the efforts made in preparation of the event have an indelible impact on them. The students attended Mass at the Cathedral and then walked the procession to St Anthony’s on Sunday morning. They learnt something special. They learnt about the courage of a migration group of the past. They worked together to achieve something visually special. They entered more closely into a legacy that celebrates tradition.

The Blessing of our Staff
Our Principal Mr Hay is pictured with students James, Alexa and Darcy who lead Sunday’s Blessing of the Fleet procession.

We made a renewed commitment to the sacredness of our vocation as educators and we recognised ways that we may sabotage becoming our best selves. We heard some deep wisdom from Jonathon and shared our hopes and prayed for a commitment to continue growing. He is worth checking up if you have a minute. He has a common sense and succinct manner in his approach. It really connected with our staff. See www.jonathandoyle.co/ and perhaps connect with a little of what we experienced. I know that I will remember much about priorities and hopefully respond more generously to what is at the essence of a Catholic educational experience.

At the end of the day the staff divided into two netball teams. Melissa’s Marauders were the Benedict Team and Kate’s Killas were the Bosco team. A game was to be played. Honour determined. Rivalry established. And after all our inspiration, after all our sensitivity and care, after all our commitment to higher humanity, the competitive spirit took over. In a game filled with laughter, outrageous rule reinterpretation and lots of showing off by the blokes, goals were scored and somehow the game unfolded. There are actually some very talented sportsmen and women and I sat back, in my neutrality and delighted at these wonderful people, who seem to be working together so well, who seem to care about the students and each other, and who have a such a goodness and commitment.

Greg Hay, Principal
Blessing of the Fleet
The annual parish Blessing of the Fleet celebrations were held last week with many significant and beautiful rituals taking place in the week long celebration. Our students were involved in many of the processions, the debut, Masses and prayer. I would like to thank the Our Lady of Martyrs Committee for involving and acknowledging our families and students throughout the week. It is another invitation to strengthen our faith and deepen our involvement in parish life. Thank you to all those families who supported their children to take part in the Masses and prayers.

Retreats
This fortnight has been the season of Retreats. Our staff gathered in Jamestown on Friday and spent the day exploring our vocation as Catholic Educators with Jonathan Doyle. Jonathan had a practical but deeply faithful view of what it means to work in a Catholic School. He gave us much food for thought and left us as a staff some challenges as to how to work effectively in Catholic Schools in this important time in world history.

Our Year 9 students spent the day exploring peer pressure in a retreat called ‘Do this! Do that!’ on Wednesday of this week. Refreshingly we looked at not only the negative aspects of peer pressure but also the way that it can be a positive influence in our lives.

Our Year 10 students had their Retreat encounter day on Thursday looking at Life Choices and the positive and negative impact of the big and small choices we make daily. Both Retreats were presented by the National Evangelisation Ministry Team from Brisbane. It is encouraging for our students to hear from different voices positive messages of hope and love.

Building Blessings
On Tuesday morning we blessed the 4 new facilities that have been in commission this year. We were fortunate enough to have Bishop Greg come along and ‘baptise’ our Bosco Centre, Fatima Centre, Art/Tech Centre and Administration Centre. It was an intimate celebration of the unique way that each space enables our students to grow and develop in our Catholic tradition. We are so fortunate to have a Bishop who understands and supports our Catholic school setting with meaningful celebrations.

Operation Christmas Child
Many classes across the College are participating in Operation Christmas Child. This is a project run by Samaritans Purse. This involves filling a shoebox with gifts for a child overseas to receive this Christmas who otherwise may not receive a Christmas present. It is really practical way of enabling our students to see the duty of care we have to others in the world.

Team Colours Day
During Week 10 we are supporting the Port Pirie Palliative Care Unit on Team Colours Day. Students will pay a gold coin donation to wear their Team Colours to school. The SRC are also asking students to pay a gold coin and wear a ribbon to show a disease that has affected them in some way. While we are asking for gold coins, students are encouraged to be as generous as they can be in supporting this vital community service.

Ten Years a Bishop
The College congratulates Bishop Greg O’Kelly on the tenth anniversary of his ordination as a Bishop. We feel very grateful that his work as Bishop has had such a close and caring association with the College.

Katie Pole,
Assistant Principal for Religious Identity and Mission

Attention - Hanley Bus Students
Any students wishing to catch the Hanley Bus in 2017 from Gladstone and Crystal Brook, please ensure you give your name to Deb Slade 86 33 8836 or dslade@smc.catholic.edu.au. Thank you!
From Benedict Campus

Blessing of the Fatima Centre
During the week Bishop Greg O’Kelly SJ visited both Benedict and Bosco to bless the newest facilities. At Benedict, the students in the Fatima centred gathered with the SRC representatives from the Magdalen Centre for the blessing. As always, Bishop Greg delights the children (and adults) with his friendliness and humour. He asked the students to make the Fatima Centre a place not only of learning but of kindness, friendliness, compassion and mercy.

The following students offered reflections on behalf of their class:

We are very lucky to have this fantastic new building to learn in this year! There are many things I like about our new Fatima Centre. I love to read in the reading area, my favourite place to go is in the middle nook. I love playing in the kitchen because I like making ice-creams and cakes. My favourite part of the building is my classroom because we have pets, fun things to play and like drawing on the whiteboards. In the Fatima Centre we have the chance to explore, be creative and build long lasting friendships.

Molly Hudson - Year 1 Blue

The Fatima Centre is very important to us because we feel like a community and it is fun learning in our new classrooms. We like our rooms because they have lots of nice furniture and cushions to sit on. There are lots of interesting things to look at like shells and seed pods. We like that there are glass windows and we can see our friends. The shared space is fun and we all like the Home Corner and Construction Area. It is good because it is like what we had when we were in Foundation but we will have a garden area too.

Molly Hudson - Year 1 Blue

The Fatima Centre is very important to us because we feel like a community and it is fun learning in our new classrooms. We like our rooms because they have lots of nice furniture and cushions to sit on. There are lots of interesting things to look at like shells and seed pods. We like that there are glass windows and we can see our friends. The shared space is fun and we all like the Home Corner and Construction Area. It is good because it is like what we had when we were in Foundation but we will have a garden area too.

Ruby Champion - Year 2 Blue

The Fatima Centre is caring, precious and has nice people. It connects us to the history of St Mark’s as the old junior school was also called Fatima. My favourite part is when we open up the doors and we have time together. Our class think the Fatima Centre is a great learning place and everyone enjoys discovery time in the shared space.

Bailey Yarrow - Year 2 Green

Year 3 to 7 Mass
Year 6 Red have put a lot of thought into their upcoming Mass. I hope we can support their initiative: On Thursday 22 September (Week 9) the Year 3 to 7 classes will come together to celebrate Mass in the GSH at 10:00am. 6 Red will undertake the ministries of the Year 3-7 Mass and the students have been involved in the planning. The theme of the Mass is ‘Our Priests’. To involve all Year 3-7 students in understanding the theme of the Mass, 6 Red have decided that each student will receive a small envelope in which they are asked to place a monetary contribution which will be made on entry to the hall for Mass. The collection is for our Parish Priests. Thank you for your support!

Year 6 Red students

Afternoon Pick Up
We are concerned about the number of students who are now being asked to wait at the brick entrance gates. May I please remind you that students are only to wait at their classroom, the front of the Good Samaritan Hall or at the official pick up zone. These three areas have rostered teachers on duty. The brick entrance can be a dangerous place with the amount of traffic and buses turning into the school.
**Uniform Reminders**

We are very grateful that many families support the uniform policy. However, a few reminders are needed from time to time so I offer the following extracts from the diary as a refresher.

**Hair:** Must be clean, neat and tidy. Hair falling onto the face or below the collar must be tied back or cut. (for both boys and girls) Unusual or extreme cuts, colours or styles which would otherwise draw unwanted attention are not permitted. A ribbon in any House colour or a navy/black head band is permitted.

**Sandshoes:** Suitable sports shoes with plain white sports socks (single logo permissible). Our current advice is that the ‘futsal’ sport shoe is not appropriate footwear for school as it is designed as an indoor soccer (football) boot and not appropriate for the ground conditions of a school nor does it have arch support.

**Year 2 Red**

Next week we warmly welcome back Ms Louise Malchow from her LSL and look forward to hearing about her travel adventures. I’d like to take this opportunity to sincerely thank Mr Paul Fogarty for the enthusiastic and caring manner in which he taught in Year 2 Red since the beginning of the term.

**End of Term Assembly**

You are most welcome to join us on Friday 30 September for our end of term assembly in the Good Samaritan Hall at 11.20am.

Melissa Gadaleta,

Teacher in Charge - Benedict Campus

---

**Foil Figures**

Year 7 Red students were asked to choose a sport in the Rio Olympic Games and then create a figure in a pose that represented an athlete competing in that sport. There was some great work!

**Year 7 Cooking**

Year 7 Red students formed groups and had to choose a recipe that they would research and then make. The method and the ingredients were organised and each student had to bring their own pots, pans and utensils. A great job was done by all the students!
From the Deputy Principal

The Creative Arts are Alive at Bosco

Last Tuesday parents, teachers and friends gathered for a very special performance evening. We were blessed to hear a variety of genres from our very talented Year 8-11 students. The focus for the evening was twofold, to provide our Year 11 Music students with the opportunity to perform their individual and ensemble pieces as well as to showcase the hidden gems that Bosco has to offer. The evening, hosted by Brigid Connolly and Maddison Fahey, started with a bang as our energetic Year 11s took the stage to perform ‘Empire State of Mind’ by Jay Z and Aleisha Keys. Following this, we heard from our Year 8 Band who performed Seven Nation Army by the White Stripes. As our youngest performers, they were just outstanding, a group to watch in the years to come. We also heard individual performances from Amy Burgess, Michaela Dimopolous, Stanley Halfacre, Kate Venning and Eliza Watt. All so different, yet equally powerful, in fact they were so impressive I had shivers down my spine. Regular performers Jesse and Allyson were again delightful with their rendition of ‘Ho, Hey’ by the Lumineers. It was wonderful to see the different year levels interact and to watch our older students mentor the younger performers. Particular highlights included Jai Thornton and Michaela Dimopolous who performed ‘Can’t help falling in love’ by Elvis Presley and Tate Boulton with ‘Time of your life’ by Green Day. The evening was full to the brim with talent. Our Year 11s were on show and whilst nerves were present, they were just spectacular. Individual guitar performances from Ethan, Cooper and Jayden showcased technical skill at the highest level, and were an absolute pleasure to listen to. Within seconds of their final ensemble piece, the Year 11s transformed the mood as we were transported to the 80’s for a very fun and interactive version of ‘Don’t Stop me now’ by Queen. With energy and finesse they mesmerised us all. The evening was rich and diverse in talent and left the audience wanting more. A sign that the Creative Arts were well and truly alive at Bosco Campus. This Thursday evening, we were entertained by our talented Year 10s, who performed The Glass Street Ghost, a mysterious comedy about teenage detectives who take on a case to rid the house of a supposed ghost. It was a masterful performance, students threw aside their inhibitions and stepped into character to bring to life a piece that had us laughing but inquisitive as to how to solve the case. They are a talented and highly creative bunch, playing multiple characters, engaging the audience with their wonderful sense of humour. It really is wonderful to see the progress and development of these actors and actresses as they enjoyed the performance experience and challenge of the different genres and techniques required. Congratulations to Ms Clarke and all our Year 10 Performers.

2017 Subject selections have been made

I would like to thank the students, parents and carers who attended the subject selection interviews for Year 10 and 11. Subject selection is not a simple decision. It is a process where students learn about and verbalise their career interests, and begin the all-important discussions about University course and TAFE options as they explore their pathways. The event was very well attended and we hope that the conversations were useful as your child enters their senior years of secondary schooling. The Year 10 Subject Selection Counselling program is now underway with Year 9’s taking place early Term 4.

Year 9 and 10 Retreats

The spirit in which the Year 9’s and 10’s engaged with their Retreat was wonderful. The students embraced the day and opportunities with maturity and a deep respect for the dignity of others. Led by the wonderful NET Team, they built empathy, compassion and understanding.

The Retreat provided our students with an opportunity to stop and reflect deeply. It had all the essential elements of prayer, scripture and stillness. Of course, there were also times where students engaged in fun games and community building exercises that generated much joy and laughter, fostering the spirit of Don Bosco and celebrating what it is to be young.
The knowledge and skills that we hope to develop in our young people through their participation on Retreat days has more to do with the inner journey and the sacredness that dwells within. The importance of this learning helps our students deepen their understanding of what it means to be in a relationship with God. Thank you to Mrs Katie Pole and our facilitators, the NET Team who helped plan the Retreat experience and ensure its success.

**Summer Uniform**
Our transition to summer uniform begins on Monday. The summer uniform is to be worn with pride. The summer dress should sit 2.5cm above the knee or longer (preferable) and worn with light blue socks. As many girls will have experienced a growth spurt over the winter months I ask families to revisit the length of the summer dress. Please note, that in Term 4, all students are also required to wear their hat anytime they are outside. This includes recess, lunch, PE or outside activities.

**Attendance is key in learning**
To ensure students capitalize on their learning opportunities here at the College, it is essential that they are present. Research indicates that attendance and achievement are closely related and highlights the negative affect of absenteeism. Parents need to be aware of these relationships and understand that when their child misses school it can have an ongoing impact on learning. Whilst, sickness is understandable (and we have been hit hard recently), can I ask you to continue to work with your child, committing to full attendance. Parents who make attendance a priority are also helping their children to value learning and to accept responsibility. These are important lessons for life. I encourage parents to contact the College should they have concerns about their child’s attendance or wellbeing. Our staff will work in partnership with you and outside agencies to support, guide and nurture your child, ensuring they are provided every possible learning opportunity.

**Email Communication at Bosco**
As we move forward in this digital age the way in which we communicate with you as parents about learning and community matters is evolving. At Bosco we are beginning to utilise the email system much more. In fact, it is quickly becoming our preferred method of contact. As such we are seeking your support in regularly checking the email address that you provided the College. Emails are now used to communicate important information about upcoming events such as exams, Retreats, camps, parent teacher interviews and much more. It is also not uncommon for the College to send a reminder text message to inform you to check your emails regarding important information.

Kate Kilpatrick,
Deputy Principal - Bosco Campus

---

**TAFE SA Open Day**
On Thursday 25 August, the Year 10’s visited the TAFE SA Open Day. Students were free to wonder around the campus to watch and participate in a variety of activities. Hospitality, cookery, hair and beauty – including a fashion parade, carpentry, automotive and metal fabrication were just a few of the areas in operation on the day. The visit was short but sweet and was a timely reminder of career pathways for our Year 10’s who will have chosen their subjects for Year 11 in week 6.

Simone Atkinson,
Student Pathways Co-ordinator
Sports News

Our Primary Football season has come to an end. Thank you to everyone who assisted in any way throughout the season with trainings, games, umpiring and support.

Our budding netballers Aliza, Zoe, Peyton, Mia-Lee and Sophie were excited to improve their skills under the guidance of Erin Bell from the Thunderbirds! Students from both the Primary and Secondary campuses were able to attend the coaching clinics coordinated by our St Mark’s Celtic Netball Club.

SMC Netball

The Netball Season for 2016 has come to a close. Thank you to all those who supported our club in many ways. Each player had the opportunity to grow and develop throughout the season. It was pleasing to see the progress in each team be it by taking out that hard fought premiership, reducing loosing margins to earn a few wins or through taking the opportunity to fill up in a higher grade.

We are indebted to our enthusiastic and committed coaches. They commit large amounts of their time and invest so much energy into the work that they do. The same can be said for our hardworking committee.

Congratulations to our award winners Georgina Tiller, Annie Johnson, Chloe Wright, Sarah DeGioia, Ava Amato, Lara Mellow, Meg Hall and Ruby Wilton.

It was exciting to watch so many close finals contests across the grades. Congratulations also to our premiership teams I Grade Blue and A Reserve. Both games were played with great spirit and determination.

To wrap up our season our Junior Presentation took place on September 5. Our Senior Presentation will be on this Sunday night September 18. We were fortunate enough to give our players the opportunity to participate in an Erin Bell Clinic as an end of season celebration. Special thanks to all those who work hard on our Fundraising. Their hard work enabled us to give the players this opportunity.

Katie Pole, SMC Netball Coordinator

SMC Football

Last Thursday, 8 September we held our annual Benedict Football presentation evening. It was certainly a happy and entertaining event as the children who had taken part this year were presented with their medallions and for some in the U13 team special trophies. A large contingent of parents and siblings were present to see the presentations. A big thank you for helping to make the event a success.

Our 2016 season drew to a close after three months of games and excitement on behalf of all involved, whether on Sunday mornings or Friday evenings. I certainly felt privileged to see how easily things seemed to fall into place, but recognise how much effort went into ensuring the smooth running of each weeks event.

A huge vote of thanks to Andrew Gebert for his organisation and to the parents who went out of their way to assist either at training on Thursday nights or at the games, whether as coaches, umpires or guides on the field. Nothing could happen without you. We have been lucky enough to have had good numbers all year and the results were testimony to the dedication of the children and families. I hope that we see you all again next year and hopefully with those big smiles and joyful looks as you watch your children enjoy themselves.

Eric Toome, SMC Football Coordinator

Congratulations to our A Reserve Premiers.

Congratulations to our I Grade Premiers.

Our Primary Football season has come to an end. Thank you to everyone who assisted in any way throughout the season with trainings, games, umpiring and support.
SMC Soccer

Last Friday night the soccer grand finals were played at Byrne Park. It was an exciting display of soccer and there are certainly some very talented soccer players representing St Mark’s. Thanks to all supporters who came out to cheer the students on.

Congratulation to all teams for your fantastic participation and sportsmanship and to our winners:
Under 10 Strikers who defeated United 1-0. This was a very close game and we congratulate the players and coaches of both teams. MVP for the Under 10 match was Cohen Amato.

Primary Victory defeated Primary United in a very exciting and tightly contested match. After a 1-all draw at full time, extra time was played, still with no winner. The game then went into penalty shoot outs and the winners were Primary Victory. Both teams played fantastically. Congratulations to all players and coaches. MVP was awarded to Elijah Tubb.

Our High School United team fought hard all game and were unfortunately defeated by Rangers 3-2. MVP was awarded to Jake Noble.

We held a very successful wind-up on Thursday 1 September with most soccer players attending to enjoy pizza and soft drink. It was great to have so many coaches present, as well as parents and other family members. The coaches presented each of their team members with medals and the younger students in particular were very excited to receive these. Coaches were presented with a gift as a token of the College’s appreciation for their efforts this year.

I would like to once again thank the following coaches for their help in guiding our players through another successful soccer season.
Many thanks to: Joseph Amato, Vinny Degioia, Marcus Amato, Nick Capurso, Brodie Lavis, Sam Salvemini, Sacha Smith, Adam Saler, Anthony Caldorola, Phillip Amato, Matty Hunter, Sebastian Caputo, Warren O’Brien, John Smith, Gus Gilmour and Riley Sparks.

A big thank you to Ken Fay and Damien Introna for all their assistance and for coaching the High School teams this season. Thank you also to Anthony Spadavecchia for being the Soccer Parent Representative on the College Sports Council this year.

Thanks also to those who have assisted teams in any way over the season and also to our referees and linesmen for their help.

If any parents have taken soccer photos during the season, which can be added to my collection to use for the sports assembly, could you please email them in JPEG form to pkeain@stmarkspririe.catholic.edu.au. Thank you for your assistance.

We look forward to seeing all our players back again next year as well as any new players who would like to be a part of St Mark’s soccer.

Please remember to return all guernseys as soon as possible. Thankyou!

Pia Keain, SMC Soccer Coordinator

SMC Tennis

SMC Tennis Registration Forms have now been distributed and are due back by Thursday 15 September (however we will take late entries next week).

The tennis season starts on the 21/22 October for A - F Grades.

Hotshots for Reception and Year 1 students is a 6 week program held before Christmas - dates to be advised. If you need any other information please contact Jane Dickeson 0427693737.

SMC Tennis Committee

8/9 Boys Hockey - State Champs

After a long bus ride down we finally arrived at the Pines. We unloaded our bags and got ready for our first game. During the minor round matches we were undefeated. We came to the Grand Final, we were to verse Mt Gambier. It was a tough match but we came out on top with a 2-0 win. At the end of the day everyone had a great time and came out of it with a medal.

Deon Smith, Co Captain - 8/9 Boys Hockey Team
Year 10 Design

Students in Year 10 Design have been undertaking a Visual Study in Children’s Book Illustration. For the past four weeks they have been analysing the works of iconic Illustrators and discovering more about the techniques they use. Students are currently experimenting with different media such as watercolours, gouache, ink, collaging and acrylic paint. From here each student will begin to bring together the techniques used by the two designers they have chosen to create their own unique form of Illustration.

Alixandria Schuppan, Visual Arts and Design Teacher

House Mascots

At Bosco Campus, each Caregroup was set the task of creating a ‘House Mascot’ by dressing up their senior students using only the materials provided to them. The task was aimed at building House and Caregroup spirit. Students embraced the challenge, getting very creative and having a lot of fun!
Blessing of our new buildings at Bosco Campus

Board Chair Alan Zubrinich and Bishop Greg O’Kelly with students during the blessing of our new Year 12 Bosco Centre and Art and Design Classroom.

Year 9 Art - Folio Covers

Year 9 Art students created appropriations of famous portraits for their folio covers earlier this term.

Can you recognise the artworks they were based on?

Answers:
3. Girl with a Pearl Earring, Johannes Vermeer, c.1665.
5. American Gothic, Grant Wood, 1930.

Megan Congdon,
Year 9 Art Teacher

1. Caitlyn Gaudio
2. Tayla Scarman
3. Emerson Heidrich
4. Ivy Caputo
5. Harrison Coe
Notices

Singing Lessons
Singing Lessons available at school. Private half hour lessons. For more details contact Anne Hansen (Bachelor of Music) on 0429 866 242 or 86362231.

Wandearah Cricket Club
Junior Registration and Training for Under 11s, Under 14s and Under 16s on Monday 19 September from 4.30pm to 5.30pm at the Port Oval cricket nets. New and current players welcome! BBQ sausage sizzle provided. For more information contact 0400 081 278.

Student Accident Insurance Cover
Please note that there have recently been changes to our Student Accident Insurance Policy. This policy will now only cover students for school based activities.

For further information please visit the CCI website www.ccinsurance.org.au or call the CCI Helpline on 1300 138 498.

Dominic LoBasso,
Business Manager